IMPORTANT MODIFICATIONS

Petrol Pipes
From Car No. 41016 - HEALEY 'SPRITE'
To eliminate vibration and chafing
Single pipe (tank to pump) replaced by
two Bundy pipes and a flexible pipe.
Interchangeable in sets.

Hand brake
cable clip
From Car No. 10475 - HEALEY 3000 (BT.7)
To prevent cable fouling propeller shaft
Clip fitted to rear floor.
May be fitted to earlier cars.

Front road springs
From Car No. 10320 (EN.7) - HEALEY 3000
To improve road-holding
Front coil springs re-rated.
Interchangeable in pairs.

Brake pressure regulating valve
From Car No. 7032 - A.99 WESTMINSTER
To improve braking
Setting increased from 750 to 950 lbs/sq.in.
(54.73 to 69.79 kg/cm²).
Interchangeable.

Front shock absorbers
From Car No. 104320 - RHD
104834 - LHD
(AAW.6)
To provide a softer 'ride'
Shock absorber settings modified.
Interchangeable.
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